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Abstract. Top-k Nearest Geosocial Keyword (T-kNGK) query on geoso-
cial network is defined to give users k recommendations based on some
keywords and designated spatial range, and can be realized by short-
est path algorithms. However, shortest path algorithm cannot provide
convincing recommendations, so we design a hierarchical optimizer con-
sisting of classifiers and a constant optimizer to optimize the result by
some features of the service providers.
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1 Problem Statement
Top-k Nearest Geosocial Keyword Search Query (T-kNGK) works on a geosocial
network. A T-kNGK query’s task is to recommend k service providers (SP’s)
that best meet the user’s requirement (keywords and location). Shortest path
algorithms are used to solve this problem. We simply take the length of the
shortest path between user u and SP v as the basis for recommendation. A
geosocial network [1] is a weighted undirected graph G = (V,E,W,K,L). We
give a simple instance Figure 1 to illustrate its structure and contents. The weight
of an edge shows the intimacy between users or rating for SPs (mapped to [0, 1]).
Each SP v has a keyword set kv ∈ K and location lv ∈ L. The process of a T-
kNGK query is shown in Figure 2 (together with the Hierarchical Optimizer).
The defect of T-kNGK query is that it seems to be unconvincing since it only
references one comment (one path) due to shortest path algorithm. Therefore,
we should optimize the results of T-kNGK query to enhance reliability and avoid
extreme bad cases.
2 Hierarchical Optimizer
Constant Optimizer We try to let the SP’s with more comments get higher
score and reduce the score of SP’s who have few comments. We define multiplier
α to calculate the new score Scorec. αsi = 1 +
1
β (
countsi−average
average−min1≤j≤n{countsj } )
γ
when countsi < average and αsi = 1 +
1
β (
countsi−average
max1≤j≤n{countsj }−average )
γ when
countsi ≥ average, where average =
Σnj=1countsj
n , β and γ are adjustable pa-
rameters and countsi is the number of comments of SP si. Finally, Scorec =
αsi × ratingsi .
? Xiaofeng Gao is the corresponding author.
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Fig. 1. An instance of geosocial network Fig. 2. The optimized T-kNGK query
Rank Classifier We defined four features to train a classifier which ranks the
SP’s from 1 to 5: “Matched Keyword Ratio” Ratiom =
|kq∩ksi |
|kq| , “Specific Key-
word Ratio” Ratios =
|kq∩ksi |
|ksi | , “Count of Ratings” Countsi , “Average Score”
Scoreavgsi .
In the Hierarchical Optimzer, we first use Rank Classifier to rank the SP’s
we get from the shortest path algorithm and sort them by their rank. Then we
use Constant Optimizer to calculate Scorec and sort the SP’s of the same rank
by Scorec. Thus, we got the optimized results.
3 Experiments and Results
We use Yelp dataset (over 3 GB and has over 6.5 million reviews) which contains
all the data we need in the T-kNGK query and the hierarchical optimizer. For
Constant Optimizer, we set β = 5 and γ = 2. For Rank Classifier, we choose
random forest with accuracy of 82%. We use 80% of the data to train the model
and 20% to test the model. First, we run shortest path algorithm on the geoso-
cial network built on Yelp dataset and get some raw result. Then we use our
Hierarchical Optimizer to re-order the raw results and get ideal result. One of
our optimized result is shown in Figure 3.
Fig. 3. The result of optimization
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